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List of Publications on Display

Note: This is not a comprehensive list of publications; it only lists items faculty submitted for this display.

**American Studies**


**Anthropology & Sociology**


**Arabic Studies**


**Art**


Asian Studies


Astronomy


Biology


**Chemistry**


**Comparative Literature**


**Dance**


———. "Play's the Thing in Triumphant 'BLACK GIRL' at Jacob's Pillow." Boston Globe, August 10 2017.


Parker, Janine (choreographer), and CoDa (Performers). "We Were." CoDa Celebration, directed by Erica Dankmeyer and Janine Parker. Mainstage, '62 Center for the Theatre and Dance, Williams College, Williamstown, MA, April 20-21, 2018.


Economics


**English**


**Environmental Studies**


**Geosciences**


**German and Russian**


**History**


**Humanities**


**Leadership Studies**


**Maritime Studies**


**Mathematics & Statistics**


Burt ’17, David, Sam Donow ’17, Steven J. Miller, Matthew Schiffman, and Ben Wieland. "Irrationality Measure and Lower Bounds for \(\Pi(X)\)." 14, no. 7 (2017): 421-29.


**Music**


**Philosophy**


**Physics**


**Political Science**


**Psychology**


**Religion**


Romance Languages


———. "Weaponize the Teachers. And Arm the Students While We're at It." Berkshire Eagle, February 23, 2018. http://www.berkshireeagle.com/stories/gene-h-bell-villada-weaponize-the-teachers-and-arm-the-students-while-were-at-it,532888?

Theatre


Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

